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The Issue This paper explores the syntax of the two Korean anaphora, null objects (NOs) and VP
anaphors (VPAs), which are exemplified by (1) and (2). The existing proposals on their identities
can be grouped into two ways, the ellipsis and the pro-form approaches, as shown in (i) and (ii).

(i) The NOs involve ellipsis of an articulated NP structure [1;2;cf.3]; the VPAs involve ellipsis of
an articulated VP structure, the phonological form of which is later inserted [4;5].

(ii) The NOs are null pronouns (pro) [6;7]; the VPAs are overt verbal pro-forms [8].

Building upon [9], which found inter-speaker variation in the quantificational binding of the third-
person pronoun ku ‘he’ (e.g.(4)), we examined the acceptability of sloppy identity interpretations
of NOs and VPAs (e.g.(3a)) in two independent experiments (Experiment 1 and Experiment 2),
respectively. Given the generally accepted claim that sloppy identity under ellipsis is attributed to
variable binding of a pronoun [10;11], if the NOs or VPAs have an elided structure that hosts ku,
the distribution of sloppy readings for them should correlate with that of quantificational binding
of ku. Such a correlation, however, is not expected if they are pro-forms that do not host elided
material (and thus not ku). We found this correlation in Experiment 1, but not in Experiment 2.
Our findings support that the NOs result from ellipsis while the VPAs are overt pro-forms.

The Experiments In Experiment 1, 45 Korean native speakers judged whether a target sentence
described a given context truthfully, while 37 different speakers did so in Experiment 2. Each
target sentence was either an NO or a quantificational sentence in Experiment 1, and a VPA or
a quantificational sentence in Experiment 2, and each context was biased to either bound or free
interpretation of ku in the target sentence in both experiments. Thus, two factors with two levels
were tested in each experiment, as shown in Tables 1 and 2 (see also examples of test trials in (5)).
Each participant received 16 test items (4 per condition) and 48 fillers in a random order.

Findings Figures 1 and 2 summarize the mean acceptance rates by condition. In each experiment,
a clear bimodal distribution was observed in the Quantificational-Bound condition, with about
30% (Experiment 1) or 40% (Experiment 2) of the participants accepting the bound reading of
ku. These results replicate findings in [9] that a stable between-speaker variation exists regarding
the availability of variable binding of ku. While in Experiment 2 the acceptance rates in the VPA-
Bound (sloppy reading) and Quantificational-Bound conditions were significantly different from
each other (p<.001), in Experiment 1 there was no difference between the NullObj-Bound (sloppy
reading) and Quantificational-Bound conditions. Crucially, there was a correlation between the two
conditions in Experiment 1 (r=0.66, p<.001), indicating that an individual speaker’s acceptance of
the sloppy reading for NOs is predictable from her acceptance of bound variable ku. The acceptance
rates in the Free conditions are uniformly high in both experiments, which is compatible with the
general agreement that ku can freely have a coreferential interpretation. This strongly supports
that the experimental design was appropriate to assess participants’ knowledge of anaphora.

Conclusion Our findings suggest that NOs are derived from ellipsis, anaphora that have a fully-
fledged (but “hidden”) structure, while VPAs are base-generated pro-forms that do not have such
a structure other than what is present for the surface form kule-ha. Variable binding of ku thus
yields the sloppy reading of NOs, but not VPAs. We propose that the interpretation of VPAs is
instead resolved by discourse contexts and pragmatics, in line with [6]’s treatment of what he calls
‘sloppy-like’ readings.
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(1) Tom1-i
Tom-nom

[NP ku1-uy
he-gen

mwul -ul ]
water-acc

masi -ess-ko,
drink-past-and

Ken-to
Ken-also

[e] masi-ess-ta.
drink-past-decl

(lit.) ‘Tom1 drank his1 water, and Ken also drank.’

(2) Tom1-i
Tom-nom

[VP ku1-uy
he-gen

mwul -ul
water-acc

masi ]-ess-ko,
drink-past-and

Ken-to
Ken-also

kuleha-yess-ta.
do.so-past-decl

(lit.) ‘Tom1 drank his1 water, and Ken also did so.’

(3) a. <Ken also drank Ken’s water> (sloppy reading)

b. <Ken also drank Tom’s water> (strict reading)

(4) Motwu1-ka
everyone-nom

ku1-uy
he-gen

mwul -ul
water-acc

masi -ess-ta.
drink-past-decl

‘Everyone1 drank his1 water.’

(5) a. NullObj-Bound condition (Experiment 1)/VPA-Bound condition (Experiment 2)

A, B, and C were playing with toys. A broke A’s toy. B also broke B’s toy.
A broke his (=ku-uy) toy, and B also broke [e]./
A broke his (=ku-uy) toy, and B also did so (=kuleha-yessta).

b. NullObj-Free condition (Experiment 1)/VPA-Free condition (Experiment 2)

A, B, and C were cleaning the house. A swept A’s room. B also swept A’s room.
A swept his (=ku-uy) room, and B also swept [e]./
A swept his (=ku-uy) room, and B also did so (=kuleha-yessta).

c. Quantificational-Bound condition (Experiment 1 & Experiment 2)

A, B, and C were playing baseball. A threw A’s ball. B also threw B’s ball. C also threw C’s ball.

Everyone (=motwu) threw his (=ku-uy) ball.

d. Quantificational-Free condition (Experiment 1 & Experiment 2)

A, B, and C were taking a rest while waiting for D to come. A drank D’s water. B also drank D’s
water. C also drank D’s water.

Everyone (=motwu) drank his (=ku-uy) water.

Table 1: Test conditions in Exp1 Table 2: Test conditions in Exp2
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Figure 1: Mean acceptance rates Figure 2: Mean acceptance rates
by condition in Experiment 1 by condition in Experiment 2
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